Colt DCNet
Every data centre is just a cross connect away

Benefits at a glance
• Arrange interconnects between
any number of datacentres – Colt
offers services in more than 900
data centre locations in Europe,
Asia Pacific and North America
– giving you more choice and
flexibility than any other carrier
• It’s fast and easy – Between
selected key data centres we are
able to provide new connections
in as little as five days and
upgrades in two days
• Choose the bandwidth you need
– we offer a wide range of services
and bandwidths - from 100Mbps
to 100Gbps
• DCNet On Demand – our OnDemand services provide instant
control over your network at
selected key datacentres. Benefit
from real-time provisioning and
bandwidth flexing via a self-serve
portal and a pay-as-you-use billing
model
• Join up your IT seamlessly with a
simple cross connect, even if your
IT services are hosted in different
cities and countries
• One simple contract – with Colt
you avoid the need for multiple
suppliers and individual network
contracts. We are able to offer
flexible commercial terms at very
competitive pricing profiles
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Increasingly, global enterprises
are relying on more data
centres and in more places
around the world. Your global
IT strategy is only as good as
the quality and reliability of its
interconnections. Arranging
multi-country connectivity and
contracts can be slow, costly,
complex and inflexible. But Colt
has changed that. We’ll take
care of it all for you.
DCNet from Colt makes it fast
and easy to interconnect the
data centres that host your
ICT services – even if they are
in different cities, countries
or continents. Thanks to our
pre-provisioned connectivity in
key data centres, linking your
data centres could take as little
as five days or even instantly
with Colt’s DCNet-on-demand
service.
With DCNet, you can energise
your global IT strategy with
direct access to more than 900
vendor neutral, non-neutral
and Colt data centres across
Europe, Asia Pacific and North
America. Our services provide
high-performance, scalable
connectivity from a carrier
you can trust. As a result, your
business-critical IT services
work together seamlessly.

DCNet from Colt is great
news for companies that
rely increasingly on cloud
computing, disaster recovery,
business continuity planning,
content delivery, on-demand
applications and a host of
other remotely-delivered
IT services. Delivering high
quality, dependable data centre
connectivity is at the heart
of our business – making us
the partner of choice for DC
interconnect.
Colt can help you to expand
your network coverage – to
keep pace with your evolving
IT strategy. Simply add new
connections to additional data
centres whenever you wish. Our
award-winning connectivity
services are fast to deploy, costeffective and easy to manage.
Our Ethernet and Wave
(DWDM) services provide
simplicity, scalability and
flexibility – all from a carrier
you can trust. With bandwidth
options from 100Mbps packetbased services to 100Gbps
optical services, we offer the
widest possible choice of
technologies and solutions. Colt
can guarantee performance
and bandwidth, while providing
exceptional levels of security
and resiliency.
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About Colt

Summary
• Connect to over 900 data
centres
• Expedited delivery
• Range of high bandwidth
services
• Point-to-point, or point-tomulti point Ethernet or Wave
(DWDM) services.
• On-demand features
• Get zero frame/packet loss,
consistent low latency and
jitter-free connectivity
• Protected services and diverse
routes available
• Choose options for maximum
resiliency - up to 99.999%
availability

Colt delivers high bandwidth and on demand connectivity to
enterprise and wholesale customers in Europe, Asia and North
America’s largest business hubs. With a fast and focused portfolio
of services, Colt enables the digital transformation of businesses
through the intelligent, cloud-integrated Colt IQ Network. Colt
sets a new standard in experience and capability, connecting over
900 data centres and cloud aggregation points around the globe,
with over 27,500 on net buildings and growing. Putting control at
the heart of the digital ecosystem, Colt is also recognised as an
innovator and pioneer in Software Defined Networks (SDN) and
Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV).
Colt knows that connectivity matters and encourages its customers
to be more demanding, building its reputation on an industry
leading customer experience. With a focus on delivering true
local presence and agility, customers include data intensive
organisations spanning over 200 connected cities in nearly 30
countries. Colt counts 19 of the top 25 global telecoms companies
and 18 out of the top 25 global media companies (Forbes 2000 list,
2016) among its customers. In addition, Colt works with over 50
exchange venues and 13 European central banks. Privately owned,
Colt is one of the most financially sound companies in its industry.

• Single point of contact

For more information,
please contact us on:
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+44 (0)20 7863 5510
sales@colt.net
colt.net
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